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Substantial evidence must prove that this matter is true! We will start the plan to do what you said!
Otherwise, nothing is possible! “

Others felt that Xiao Liejun’s words were reasonable, and they all agreed.

“You also know that Yan Longwei’s decision is related to Da Xia’s destiny! It is not sloppy, it is that no
problem can be raised! Nothing is allowed!”

Jiang Ye even asked again and again: “If the nation’s strength is activated to build the national defense
wall, who will bear the responsibility if there is a mistake? If it is out of touch with the times and
disconnected from other countries in the world, who will bear it?

What if you are suddenly attacked by enemies or mysterious forces?

In case of a major mistake, the entire Daxia will be ruined? Who will bear the risk?
Besides, your guess is wrong? The disaster did not happen, but the entire Daxia was greatly injured.
Who will bear it?

Two months is short, but for a country, if it is stranded for two months, it is out of touch with the times
and it is likely to be eliminated…

Have you thought about all these risks? Just guess there! Who dares? “
Hong Qingcang also agreed and nodded: “Yes! It’s hard to manage Daxia to this day, but it can’t be
ruined in our hands! We can’t bear this responsibility! Let alone become sinners through the ages!”

Levi Garrison can actually understand them.

This matter is too big and too big.

A decision may lead to an eternal mistake!

All will be stinking for years!

He is also betting!

It is normal for these people to dare not make decisions.

“There is another way! That is, you have to solve or protect the risks we raised in advance! Otherwise,
don’t think about it!”

“Furthermore! Even if the disaster really comes! Those Big Macs are indestructible! But Daxia is united
and can fight foreign enemies together! You may not lose!”

“Who in the world is not afraid of the united power of Daxia? That is invincible!”

“What’s more, our Tiance Mansion Baolong clan is so powerful. Now there are Kunlun Academy and the
top three of the gods. Who can be the enemy?”

Xiao Liejun’s statement is reasonable and well-founded.

It was difficult for Levi Garrison to continue to persevere.

“Hey!”

Levi Garrison sighed.

This is the information gap!

You know too much, but how can you make others believe in the future!

Even if you say Po Tian, no one believes it.

Especially what Levi Garrison is going to do this time is so big…

It is unimaginable!

It is even more impossible!

“One word side by side, I think your current state is not suitable for participating in great events in
Daxia! You should rest a lot!”

The implication of Xiao Liejun’s words was that Levi Garrison had mixed up with him when he was
leaving.

Especially this kind of undesirable thing.

Levi Garrison guessed completely.

To say an exaggeration is that Levi Garrison has delusions of persecution…

“How sure are you sure about the word side by side?”

Suddenly someone appeared.

Looking at Levi Garrison seriously and asked.

Lu Xiong, one of the four leaders!

Lu Xiong was born as a soldier.

Once was an invincible killer in the army!

Hot-tempered, vigorous and resolute.

He believed in Levi Garrison.

Because he had a similar experience with Levi Garrison in his career.

He foresaw the enemy’s plan in a month, but no one on his side could listen.

All feel too absurd.

Too unreasonable.

As a result, the battle suffered heavy losses.

Fortunately, Lu Xiong did his best to make arrangements in advance, which reduced casualties.

Otherwise it will be a big defeat.

Lu Xiong now only has eight fingers, and the two fingers were interrupted by that battle.

Therefore he has a nickname-Eight Fingers God of War.

He hadn’t talked a while ago and had been observing Levi Garrison.

In fact, this matter is also extremely absurd to him, and it is really too risky.

But he saw the helplessness in Levi Garrison’s eyes…

He is exactly the same as he was back then.

So he felt the same way, and felt that Levi Garrison might be right.

Levi Garrison turned around and looked at him and said, “To be honest! Seventy to eighty percent!”

